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President’s Report 
 
 
 
In our last issue of the He Ho Herald we reported that we were once again in  
lock-down and had to suspend all our volunteer programmes and activities. 
In this issue we can inform that these various activities are now restarting, albeit  
with some modifications and restrictions. To the enormous joy of our nursery staff, who have valiantly 
and effectively kept the nursery in operation, totally by their own efforts and endeavours, for so long, 
there is now the chatter and excitement of the voices of returning volunteers. Richard Case has 
resumed the seed collecting and weed control activities of his small group of intrepid helpers. The 
wide-ranging and exciting citizen science and related activities, co-ordinated by Sue Tardif, is now 
actively in motion and there are lots more fascinating aspects of this programme to be rolled out in 
the near future. Accounts of these resumed activities appear later in this issue. 
 
Two of the highlights of our scheduled celebrations to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the 
declaration of the Helmeted Honeyeater as the avifaunal (bird) emblem of Victoria were to take place 
at the Burrinja Cultural Centre in Upwey in mid-October, namely a symposium and a major art 
exhibition. These had to transition online. While this was a disappointment, it did mean that the 
audience for the symposium was actually greater than that which would have been the case as 
originally planned, including participants from Canada and Mexico. The highlight of the symposium 
was a stunning, in terms of breadth of material covered and manner of presentation, keynote address 
by Zoos Victoria’s Senior Ecologist, Dr Dan Harley. This provided a comprehensive, and highly 
insightful, survey of the factors that have influenced the survival journeys of the two Victorian faunal 
emblems – the Helmeted Honeyeater and the Leadbeater’s Possum. It provided a platform for further  
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exploration of these issues from a panel involving 
experts from a range of disciplines: Professor Paul 
Sunnucks, Bruce Quin, Ian Smales, Dr Melanie 
Birtchnell, Kacie Melfi, Steve Meacher and Sue Tardif. 
The symposium was recorded, although parts of the 
proceedings – including the acknowledgment of 
country – were not. The recording is available for 
viewing on our You Tube channel. The exhibition ran 
online for over a month and was truly a visit through 
time from a John Gould print of a Helmeted Honeyeater 
dating from 1867 and a John James Wild print of a 
Leadbeater’s Possum from 1884 through to the works of 
well-known contemporary wildlife artists such as Janet Flinn, Liz Cogley, Marion 
Gould, Lisa Kenny and David Williams. Many artists donated works for sale including 
Jimmy Dvate (the artist of giant Helmeted Honeyeaters at the Depot Shed), Nathan 
Ferlazzo, Shirley Henderson, Mandi Keck, Janet Matthews, Jack O’Connor, Joanne Pearcy, Diana 
Stockbridge, Denise Smith, Paulette Smythe, Ian Sykes and Helene Wild. Overall, sales from the 
online exhibition raised $840 which will be used for habitat restoration for the Yellingbo habitat of 
both the Victorian faunal emblems. 
 
In our last issue we farewelled Gaye Gadsden as the Facilitator of the Beyond Yellingbo project. In 
this issue I have the enormous pleasure in welcoming to the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater 
membership and wider community Gaye’s successor in this role: Dr Helen Corney. We are very 
fortunate in being able to secure such an experienced and dynamic replacement in Helen who 
brings an amazing wealth of background knowledge and experience to this role. Helen has spent her 
entire working life working in the environmental sector from biological control research at the Keith 
Turnbull Research Institute, endangered species research at the Arthur Rylah Institute, catchment 
strategies and river health work with Melbourne Water, being a park ranger with the former 
Department of Conservation, Forests and Land to a significant role with Nillumbik Shire Council in the 
management of bushland reserves for that local government body that includes threatened species 
protection. I feel that we are richly blessed in being able to secure the services of such a highly 
talented and experienced person. Helen has already swung into her role and is actively working with 
landholders. We hope to introduce Helen to you at a future Members and Friends meeting.  
Finally, I have to report the passing of Welmoed Schouten who, with her husband Sam, were vital and 
resourceful volunteers in the nursery during their time in Australia before returning to their home in the 
Netherlands. There is a tribute later in this issue. Welmoed made a generous donation to the Friends 
in her will. I have written to Sam on behalf of the Friends to offer our condolences and have also 
spoken to him on the phone. He is planning to make a return visit to Australia next year and we will 
have a special event at that time at which we can pay tribute to the life and legacy of Welmoed 
Schouten.  

Scan Me 
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By Bruce Quin 
Out in the Field 

 
 
The intensive Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery Program which began in 1989  
has always had challenges, but the current breeding season has had an  
unprecedented number of hurdles for the birds and people working on the  
program to overcome. Adverse weather, flooded creeks, falling trees and  
branches have all occurred through to mid-November (2021). Predation of nest contents has been at 
a high level and several sick or injured Helmeted Honeyeaters have been attended to. All these 
factors are expected to decrease for the second half of the 2021/2022 Helmeted Honeyeater 
breeding season. Staff working on the program are ecstatic at the return of volunteers to the 
supplementary feeding and monitoring program following the easing of Covid-19 restrictions! The 
volunteers will again have the joy of seeing and assisting the Helmeted Honeyeaters and staff will be 
relieved of excessive workloads! 
 
@ Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve  
Breeding Season 2020/2021 
The 2021/2022 Helmeted Honeyeater breeding season has been underway 
for several months, but the exceptionally unsettled weather has presumably 
delayed the start to reproduction by some pairs. Eleven nests, some 
belonging to experienced breeding females reached the advanced 
building or completed stage but were abandoned before egg laying 
occurred. The contents of nine nests have disappeared, presumably due to 
predation and seven with eggs have also been abandoned. However, the 
wet winter and spring should provide high food availability for Helmeted 
Honeyeaters later in the breeding season which is expected to have a late 
finish. Current figures for the 2021/2022 breeding season are 27 breeding 
territories and nine fledglings and both these figures are significantly less 
than corresponding figures of 36 and 31 for the same time last year.  
Genetic Rescue 
Six of the 27 breeding pairs confirmed for the 2021/2022 breeding season contain at least one 
genetic rescue bird and it is probable that two more breeding pairs contain a genetic rescue bird. In 
one instance, a genetically diverse male needs to be confirmed as the mate of a female Helmeted 
Honeyeater that lost two nestlings earlier in the breeding season. In the other instance, a female 
Helmeted Honeyeater has apparently pair-bonded to a genetically diverse bird after her first mate of 
the 2021/2022 breeding season disappeared, presumed predated. 
Unhatched Eggs 
Thirteen unhatched eggs have been collected from abandoned nests during the 2021/2022 
Helmeted Honeyeater breeding season to date. Seven of these eggs have been subjected to a 

Nesting habitat at the 2021 release 
site of Yellingbo NCR.  

Image: B Quin 
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rescue attempt (transported from the field in a thermos flask to a Healesville Sanctuary incubator) 
because each may have contained a potentially viable but invisible embryo. From 10 of the rescued 
eggs, one backcross fledgling was raised in captivity by foster parent Yellow-tufted Honeyeaters 
(Karina Cartwright pers. comm.). Three potentially viable eggs were only collected during the past 
two days and need several more days in the incubator before an embryo if present, would show 
visible development. Hawk activity at one site may have caused the abandonment of two nests with 
eggs, including the nest from which a fledgling was raised in captivity. A breeding male disappeared 
around the time the hawk was at the site (a second male with two fledglings at Red Site also 
disappeared during this time). 
2021 Release of Birds from Captivity 
The 2021 release of birds from Zoos Victoria’s captive population into Yellingbo Nature Conservation 
Reserve was conducted in habitat within a relatively new land parcel of the reserve, purchased by 
Judith Eardley Save the Wildlife Association (JESWA). The 10 birds, comprising a mixture of 
Helmeted Honeyeaters, genetic rescue birds (hybrids) and one Yellow-tufted Honeyeater 
(gippslandicus) from Noojee State Forest, were released on 6th August 2021 and 14.5 weeks later, 
eight of the 10 birds were known to be alive, with a ninth release bird still at the site a week earlier. 
One male was successfully treated by Veterinary staff at Healesville Sanctuary’s Australian Wildlife 
Health Centre (AWHC) for a severe mouth lesion. Unfortunately, another male Helmeted Honeyeater 
of the release group died because of advanced Aspergillosis, a fungal respiratory infection. 
Two breeding pairs have formed and both members of the pairs are hybrid birds, with three nest 
attempts recorded between them. One pair has had two nest failures because of apparent predation 
of chicks and the newer pair’s nest was still active at the time this article was written. A third pair at 
the JESWA site comprise a female Helmeted Honeyeater who has dispersed from downstream and 
the Yellow-tufted Honeyeater, though egg production is yet to be seen. From a genetic rescue point 
of view, this colony is looking very promising and hopefully successful nesting will occur during the 
second half of the season. 
Helmeted Honeyeater health issues 
In addition to the two JESWA Site birds, are three other Helmeted Honeyeaters that have been 
treated at the AWHC during the 2021/2022 breeding season. Two have been treated for suspected 
Aspergillosis, one successfully and he has been returned to his Cockatoo Swamp site, while the 
other will hopefully have the same fate after further recovery at the vet centre. The spate of 
Aspergillosis cases is likely to relate to the persistently wet weather that has been present during 
August to November this year. Another Helmeted Honeyeater continues to be treated for a severe 
eye injury (cause unknown) at the AWHC and this bird will remain in captivity because of permanent 
loss of sight in one eye. Whether or not he gets incorporated into the captive breeding colony will 
depend on his genetics. Two other Helmeted Honeyeaters had band-related issues expertly 
addressed in the wild by Andrew and Sarah Silcocks.  
 
 
 

I will hopefully have more positive news in the next edition of HeHo Herald. 
Please stay safe and well and many thanks for all your wonderful support and 
work during 2021. All the best for the New Year -Bruce 
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By Nick Bradsworth 
Translocation News 

 
 
 
@O’Shannassy River, Yarra Ranges National Park  
New Helmeted Honeyeater Site 
The Helmeted Honeyeaters at O’Shannassy have certainly settled into their new home in the Yarra 
Ranges National Park. At the start of August, the recovery team translocated 32 birds, comprising 14 
captive-bred birds and 18 birds from Yellingbo. Roughly four months later we currently have 19 birds 
on site, and this number has been stable for the past two months. 
The Yellingbo birds that were translocated were initially quite exploratory with several individuals 
located by VHF radiotracking equipment at locations up to 5km away. One individual also returned to 
Yellingbo (a linear distance of 30 km - a mean feat for such a small bird!). We currently have only two 
individuals on site with functional radio transmitters attached. There are nine birds that have 
dispersed from the release area and are unaccounted for, with our radio-tracking efforts unable to 
determine their whereabouts. We remain hopeful that these birds are still exploring their surroundings 
and may return to O’Shannassy over time.  
Several birds have established territories at supplementary feeding stations and are actively 
defending them. Mating events have been observed and several females have been observed 
collecting nesting material and building nests, however only one bird has followed through to egg-

laying stage. Light green / red / yellow (a 5-year-
old captive bird) is onto her third nesting attempt 
for this season. Unfortunately, both chicks of her 
first nest were attacked by a bird (species 
unknown) and died. The second nest only had a 
single nestling which was predated with little 
evidence remaining. Hopefully third time’s a 
charm for this pair. We don’t anticipate much 
additional nesting this season as most of the 
release group were first year birds more likely to 
breed in Spring 2022. 
Remote cameras have been positioned at each 
feeding station to take photos of the birds that 
visit to feed. This is an excellent way to monitor 
the population and identify leg bands. Not to 
mention, they also take lovely photos like this 
newly formed pair of two wild translocated 

Yellingbo birds. We are hopeful that numbers will remain stable until the next planned release 
targeted for autumn 2022. 

O’Shannassy River, Yarra Ranges National Park, loved-up 
release birds caught on camera. 

Image: N Bradsworth 
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By Richard Case 
Seeds and Weeds 
 
 

 
To say there is little to report on this time  
would not fully represent the shortfall.  
The last Seeds & Weeds Day that happened was in 
July (reported in the last Newsletter). The August, 
September and October days were cancelled due to 
covid. November was cancelled due to a severe 
weather warning. So apart from a lot of planning which 
came to nought, time has passed us by. 
It has been good to get back to Yellingbo in the last 
few days. There is a lot of water around and of course, 
the damage of the storms. The Late Black Wattles are 
in full bloom, the best I’ve seen for years. A Bassian 
Thrush and I surprised each other, by my presence in 
such a quiet place and his transformation from the 
invisibility of perfect camouflage to a living bird. 
It’s all out there, waiting for us. 
 

 

 Seeds & Weeds Dates 
 

Sunday 12th December  

Sunday 9th January 

Sunday 13th February 

Sunday 20th March 
 

All events start at 9.30am from the Nursery, 1217 
Macclesfield Rd 

 
All events are automatically cancelled for COVID lockdowns and severe 

or extreme weather including winds gusts at or exceeding 50 kph, 
thunderstorm, total fire ban and code red days. Please check Yarra Glen 

forecast and Bureau of Meteorology warnings at 5pm the day before. 
 

* All volunteers must be double vaccinated. Carpooling may be 
necessary, please bring a face mask and hand sanitiser 

 
Hope in the Human Heart  

I see a precious pair of Helmeted Honeyeaters, 
like so many species 

on the brink of extinction, 
only a few hundred left in the wild. 

One fire or disease could destroy them all 
and yet and yet, they survive, 

as does hope in the human heart. 
We rejoice in seeing their number increase. 

We toil to heal their habitat. 
And in so doing we heal ourselves from our sorrow for this land. 

For what did Rumi say? 
There are countless ways to kneel and kiss the earth. 

There are countless ways to find your way home again. 
 

Dorothy Scott, 2021, written in tribute to Gaye Gadsden 
Photograph by courtesy Merrilyn Serong 
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By Sue Tardif 
A privileged role  

 
 

The next HeHo Herald will be coming out in a new year – 2022 – so in this issue, I’m  
going to reflect a little on 2021. There were certainly highs and lows. From the conversations I have had, 
the 6th COVID-19 lockdown from which we’re now emerging in Victoria has been hard on most of us at 
times. I trust that this issue of the HeHo Herald finds you well, enjoying the easing of restrictions and 
looking forward to the warmer months ahead – though it’s been hard to imagine warm days lately!  
This year we’ve had an earthquake that rocked our homes, multiple severe storms beyond many 
people’s living memory, high rainfall, flooding and extended lockdowns. It’s been a tough year for 
people and the bush in our region and elsewhere across Australia. As one volunteer asked recently, 
what next?  
Well, in a year where I’ve needed to postpone or cancel 25 planned on-ground volunteering 
opportunities – not to mention what other Friends staff and the committee have also 
juggled – what’s next is looking brighter! As I write, we’ve resumed on-ground 
volunteering at Yellingbo, albeit with restrictions as required under the COVID-19 
Victorian Government’s Roadmap and an agreement with Parks Victoria as the land 
manager. We’re excited to be inviting you back into Yellingbo NCR. As we look to 
the remainder of 2021 and into 2022, please stay informed about our current 
COVID-19 requirements for all Friends on-ground events in YNCR. These will be 
updated on our website’s Event page. Until further notice restrictions 
include QR code check-ins, visitor registration for contact tracing and 
evidence of full COVID-19 vaccination for anyone aged 16+. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Our first bird and frog citizen science survey after lockdown was held on 15 November. At 6am it was 
looking cold – a maximum of 8 degrees but feels like 3 degrees – but OK. We’re hardy folk. When we 
arrived at 8am we looked to the skies and weather radar and almost cancelled. We’re not that hardy! 
Heavy rain bands coming through that we’d all experienced on our way to our meeting point. Was 
coffee under cover a better option, we pondered?! A switch of survey sites, and a patch of blue sky was 
all we needed to save the coffee for later. We were richly rewarded with 40 bird species identified in a 
4km walk (to our surprise on a cold day) and a large, healthy wombat wandering past us as we started 

Scan to stay informed 

 The Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater are grateful for receiving support to facilitate its 
volunteering opportunities, including: 
• The Ross Trust through the Challenge and Change grant in Biodiversity Conservation. 
• The Victorian Government through the 2021 Volunteering Innovation Fund. 
• The Victorian Government through the 2021 Community Volunteer Action Grants. 

• These grants assist a team of volunteers who generously donate their time, skills and 
knowledge, to make a difference and without whom much, much less would happen. 
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our walk – a bucket-list sighting for Amy who has never seen one in the wild before. Just one frog 
species heard today, the Common Eastern Froglet. The flora and frog citizen science survey was held 
on 22 November. I had been keeping an eye on the Sun Orchids. The last of the season’s flowers are 
still in bud including the Large Tongue-orchids! These didn’t 
send up flower spikes last year, so it’s exciting to know we 
might catch them flowering. I’m hoping for some sun at our 
survey to capture these species, and more, but time will tell. 
The Hyacinth and Elbow Orchids are also starting to emerge 
now.  
It’s early days, but I'm also currently working with both Parks 
Victoria and a group of volunteers who are a 
parent/grandparent of pre-teen aged children on a mini project 
to create a child-friendly nature play area that incorporates an 
insect & reptile friendly space. Currently, it’s pasture grass and 
a picnic table where our member days and group education 
events are often held. The focus will be on a gradual 
transformation over the course of 2022. We’ll use some fallen 
timber from the 2021 storm events and natural depressions to 
enhance small ‘wetlands’ that birds have often been seen 
bathing in this year. Watch this space! But for now, I’ll leave you with some images of what has brought 
smiles to our faces as we tread lightly and record the world in YNCR over the past couple of months. 
Enjoy J  

Some of the logs involved in storm damage to the 
Deport will be used to create a new play space for 
children, families and members. 

Image: S Tardif 

Heavy rains in September 

Image: B Tardif Image: B Tardif Image: B Tardif 

Image: S Tardif Image: S Tardif Image: S Tardif 

Same spot in November’s survey Bird and Frog citizen scientistsc 

Spotted Sun Orchid Thelmytria ixioides Enamelled Spider Plebs bradleyi Eastern Bronzehood Caladenia 
transitoria 
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This year, give gifts that  
mean so much… 

Support the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater 
We offer a range of beautiful merchandise including:  

tea towels, aprons, tote bags, work shirts, books and more  
 or gift a membership or donation 

Order by Sunday 5 December 
for Christmas delivery  

www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au 
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By Melanie Birtchnell 
Coordinator’s Column 
 
 
 
 
As we turn our faces to the summer sun after a cold, damp November here, I thought  
it would be lovely to end 2021 – and greet 2022 - with some inspiring stories of silver linings to the 
grey clouds which sometimes arise in life. During Spring, amongst the usually busy inbox, I was 
contacted by two families committed to supporting the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater in the 
best way they could. Through our discussions, the stories behind their commitment emerged as 
being touching examples of how individuals really can make a positive difference for a better future. 
The first email was from Parker, an eight-year-old Yellingbo boy, who wanted to enjoy his spare time 
during lockdowns and remote learning, to have fun with his Mum and Dad. Parker decided to raise 
some money for the Friends at the same time. The second email arrived from Sam, whose dear life 
partner Welmoed passed away on 15 October. Sam was writing to let us know Welmoed had left a 
bequest to the Friends. I invited Parker and Sam to write a little piece for us and thank them both for 
contributing their touching and inspiring stories. Please enjoy these stories; even as I re-read them 
both for this Column, I am amazed! "#$% 

 
Hi, my name is Parker and I am 8 years old. 
During the school holidays when we were in 

lockdown, Mum thought it might be fun to make some jelly lollies at 
home to pass the time. We did it and I really enjoyed it and I said to 
mum ‘I’d like to make some more and sell them’. Mum & Dad said, 
if I picked a worthy cause to raise money for, they would help me. 
I chose the Helmeted Honeyeater to raise money as it is an 
endangered species and it needs our help, and they live in the 
Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve. I have learned all about 
the Helmeted Honeyeater when I have visited the Healesville 
Sanctuary with my Grandma, she is a volunteer there so I go with 
her a lot. 
So we started to set up the fundraiser and we wrote a list of all the 
things we would need to get: Ingredients, Moulds for the jellies, Packaging, Labelling. Dad 
asked me if I had a target for how much money I would like to raise – I said “$35”. So, we 
figured out how much each batch of jellies would cost us to make and we did some maths to 
figure out what price I should sell them for. 
Dad helped me create a website which we would use to help sell the jellies and I wrote a story 
about my Fundraiser and recorded a video to tell everyone why they should buy some. I also 
designed my own label to go on the jelly packets and Dad helped me get those printed up.  

Parker’s story...a lolly drive! 

 

Image: Justine, Shayne & Parker 
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We spent a weekend making up a batch of jellies and mum & dad told all their friends about it 
on Facebook and we took lots of orders! So, after that, I thought maybe I should make my 
fundraising target a bit bigger, so we said $1000.  

I told my teachers at school, and they were really excited and very 
proud of me, they shared it with our school community too and we 
took even more orders then. It took us weeks to make all the jellies 
to fill the orders! 
I reached my target, and my teachers also told the local 
newspaper about my fundraiser and they did an interview with me 
& mum and made an article about it in the paper. 
‘The Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater’ have been very grateful 
and encouraging of my fundraiser and asked me how I wanted the 
money to be used. I chose education & habitat restoration, I think 
they are important. 
I hope soon that we might be able to have an ‘in person’ 
presentation to hand over the proceeds from the fundraiser. 
  

 
 
 

 
 
In 2004, austerity hit Welmoed’s 

school; jobs were on the line. She loved her job, teaching elderly migrant, often illiterate 
women from mostly Morocco and Turkey. But she decided to quit her position for colleagues 
who needed the money more. And then she looked at me with that rather compelling ‘What 
about you’-look. So I too quit. 
She had never wanted to live in the Hague - a rather dull town- if work had not called us there.  
So she said ‘let’s move to the country’. 
Trying to be funny I asked: ‘Which country?’ I knew I had been outwitted when I saw that 
determined twinkle in her eyes and heard her say, “Australia!” Note the exclamation mark - 
with not a hint of the question mark that would have left me with some room for manoeuvring 
to a less complicated destination. 
Serendipitously, we ended up in the Yarra Valley, found ourselves a paradise-like property up 
a hill in Yarra Junction and started getting involved making friends joining the newly founded 
U3A. Welmoed had a full-time job keeping up the sizeable garden and little orchard. Her love 
of gardening got the slightly neglected flowers and shrubs going again, her green fingers 
doing the magic. 
Then her eyes caught a call for volunteers to work on a nearby Nursery helping to save a little 
bird we had never heard of. I got the aforementioned look again… and so after meeting with 

Mel’s Note: Parker’s original goal was to raise $35 for the Friends…in the end he was 
able to donate $1053.60! Thank you, Parker! 
 

Sam’s story of his dear Welmoed and her bequest to FoHH... 

 

Image: Justine, Shayne & Parker 
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Michelle we were hooked, turned up weekly for the pricking out and repotting (was that the 
word?) and everything else that needed to be done. As a bonus there was this lovely bunch of 
Australians (you) who taught us so much about Australia and its immediate past just by 
talking about everyday stuff like one does while pricking out or whatever. A bit like doing the 
dishes with our son to discuss the more delicate subjects that bothers one when young and 
are best broached when doing something more or less distracting. 
One of the reasons Welmoed wanted to join the HeHo effort was to also learn more about 
Australian trees and shrubs and their strong connection to particular soil they need to thrive. 
And she found in Michelle a kind and dedicated tutor.  
Alas, in 2016 we decided to go back to the Netherlands before old age would force us and 
had to say goodbye to all the sweet friends we made during our stay. We changed the ten 
acre in Yarra Junction for a penthouse build on the 16th century second defence moat around 
the old city of Deventer.  
You can imagine our spectacular view.  
But not a gumtree in sight… 
It won’t surprise you to hear that in the Biedermeier arrangement on her sober birchwood 
coffin, gum leaves were used as a colour contrast to an abundance of white roses.  
Welmoed would have known from which eucalypt they originated I am sure. 
In her bequest to the HeHo’s she said: ‘Keep up the good work’. 
I am sure you all do.  
 
 

 
Thank you, Parker, Justine and Shayne. Thank you, Sam, and Welmoed. Your support is so 
appreciated. There are many stories to share from our dear supporters. Perhaps you might like to 
share yours? Every one of us can make a difference to the future of our Earth and its inhabitants. 

 
 
This time, I’ll sign off with a summery quote from Wilma Rudolph: ‘When the sun is shining, I can do 
anything; no mountain is too high, no trouble too difficult to overcome.’ 
 
 

Mel’s Note: Welmoed passed away on 15 October, 2021. The Friends send their 
condolences to her dear life partner, Sam, and their family and friends. 
 

Ways you can support Hehos  

 
 
 

Donations can be made 
through our website on a 
new donation platform 
GiveNow  
 

Or, you might like to 
support our work by 
choosing gifts from our 
beautiful new online 
shop. Scan to donate Scan to shop 

Sun-shiney wishes -Mel 
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By Michelle Faram 
Nursery News  
 
 
 
November arrived and after three months, which seemed so much longer, we were  
finally able to welcome back our nursery Volunteers. There are the ever present  
rules like social distancing, sanitizing, along with the new requirement to be double vaccinated but I 
think we are well prepared given the protocols we put in place last time around. Importantly everyone 
just seems happy to be back and we are rapt to have their company and assistance once again. Like 
last year the volunteers have again missed out on much of our important spring production. Shirley, 
Marita and I managed to keep it all happening in their absence but like last year once spring arrived, 
we slowly slipped behind with maintenance and plant production. We have a long to-do list and over 
the coming months our Volunteers will again help us work through the list. They have made a great 
start since returning to the nursery.  
We can finally cross one project off our list with the installation of 
guttering to our outside work area canopy, this is very exciting as it 
has been on the to-do list for quite some time. It will be of great 
benefit to us, no more dodging the waterfalls from the roof sides 
during rain and the surface under foot will also remain dry. A big 
thankyou to Alan Scoble for volunteering his skills and time in 
undertaking this project as his way of supporting the Friends of the 
Helmeted Honeyeater. 
Unfortunately for the moment our retail sales will remain closed. 
Retail was an area we could not maintain during lockdown while 
trying to complete existing orders and keeping up with propagation 
and maintenance of the nursery and surrounds. We excepted email 
and phone orders but were a bit overwhelmed and are taking a 
while to get through the backlog. A reduction of some 30,000 plants 
produced during spring 2020 and the cold wet weather which set in 
at the end of February saw us struggling with a lack of ready plants. 
The travel limits imposed during lockdown added another layer of 
difficulty. We did not want to encourage customers to come and 
collect their orders so kept it to local residents, contractors and 
councils. There were a few who tried to do the wrong thing, 
travelling further than allowed and expecting us to be open but the 
majority were very understanding and compliant. Again this year we were able to deliver a number of 
orders, which was a great help to keep things moving. 
Overall, since the beginning of March 2021 we have had over 120 plant orders totalling 
approximately 44,000 plants. From the beginning of January to the end of June we were tracking 
slightly above our production results for the past couple of years with around 48,000 tube stock 

Newly installed guttering on the outside 
work area. 

Image: M Faram 
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pricked out by the end of June. By the end September we had produced around 70,000 plants, with 
a noticeable slowing over the winter months. With our volunteer program back on track, we are 
aiming high and hope to achieve even more. 
With the final Newsletter for 2021 it is time to thank all of the people who have given up so much of 
their time voluntarily to support the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater recovery programs, including 
the nursery. Keep up the awesome work and continue to meet all challenges head on. You are 
making a difference following in the footsteps of those who came before us, people like Margot 
Craddock our much loved and treasured Nursery Vollie. A valued long term Friends member who 
participated in all aspects of the Friends group and worked tirelessly for the cause but sadly passed 
away earlier this year. 
 

  

  
Duo Eclettico received a major grant from the Australia Council of the Arts for this exciting new 
commission from award-winning composer Jane Hammond, Songs of the Helmeted Honeyeater. 
Based upon the story of the critically endangered Helmeted Honeyeater birds and the local 
conservationists who have dedicated their lives to saving the species, this major new work for 
soprano saxophone, piano, recorded sound and narrator also features a stunning new film by young 
wildlife filmmaker Angus Hamilton. Once a flourishing species, Victoria's avifaunal emblem 
population dwindled to only 50 in the world due to human behaviour. Thanks to the efforts of a group 
of local environmentalists, the birds now number 250, all at Yellingbo Reserve. Duo Eclettico pair this 
major new work with Ross Edwards' vibrant Full Moon Dances in a new arrangement for saxophone, 
piano and percussion, with guest percussionist Peter Neville. This work depicts a moon goddess 
performing a series of rituals and dances for the protection of the environment. To find out more and 
book tickets for the December performances, please visit: https://fortyfivedownstairs.com/event/jane-
hammonds-songs-from-the-box-and-swamp-and-ross-edwards-full-moon-dances/ 
 

 
Chocolate Lilies 
(left), Arthropodium 
strictum, are putting 
on a great show. 
The pretty little 
Common Rice–
flower (right), 
Pimelea humilis, are 
also in flower now. 

 
 

Image: M Faram 

Duo Eclettico presents- Jane Hammond’s Songs of the Helmeted Honeyeater  
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Kids & Conservation    
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Louise RotholsWelmoedine & Sam SchoutenAndrew KellyDavid ChappleParker, 
Justine and Shayne TilleyDiane AumannZoe IrvingSusan PepperTyler Lepan  
Kathleen and Margot CameronBelinda McPhee 
 

 

 

FoHH would like to acknowledge the 
ongoing support from Yarra Ranges 
Shire for printing and distribution of 

the Heho Herald. 

If you shop at IGA, you can nominate 
FoHH on your Community Benefits 
Card and 0.5% of your shopping 

docket will be directed to us. 

Heho Supporters 
 

 

Donations are very important to us and help support the 
variety of conservation activities FoHH undertakes for our 

special bird. So our thanks go to the generosity of... 

 

Our young conservationists can build online puzzles on our 
Kids & Conservation webpage. You can change the number 
of puzzle pieces from 6 to over 1000, so even big kids can 
join the challenge! 
 
What’s your puzzle strategy? For me, it’s doing the edges 
first, but there’s no right way to do it. Enjoy!  

 

Conservation is like a puzzle, 

it’s all the small pieces that 

make the big picture 

Helmeted Honeyeater and Grey Fantails are breeding at Yellingbo Nature 
Conservation Reserve now.  

Can you uncover who is in the nest? 

 

There are more puzzles on our 
Kids and 

Conservation page, plus other activities to get involved in the natural world. 
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Contacts 
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Office & Nursery 
Address 1217 Macclesfield Road, Yellingbo 3139  
Post PO Box 131 Woori Yallock 3139 
p) 5964 8341  
e) info@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au  
www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au 

Committee Members 
President Alan Clayton e) president@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Vice President Gretchen Szabat 
Secretary Stephen Garth e) secretary@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Treasurer Suzanne Cox e) 
treasurer@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au General Members Robin Young, Sue Bendel, Richard Case, 
Virginia Wallace, Amy Gregorovich and Andrew Kelly 

Support roles 
Nursery Manager Michelle Faram e) plantnursery@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Environmental 
Coordinator Melanie Birtchnell e) environmentalcoordinator@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au DELWP 
Ornithologist Bruce Quin Seeds and Weeds Coordinator Richard Case Volunteer Coordinator 
Sue Tardif e) friendsvolunteer1989@gmail.com Fundraising Coordinator Dorothy Scott e) 
dorothy@avonsfield.com.au Webmaster Stephen Garth e) webmaster@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au 
Beyond Yellingbo Project Helen Corney e) beyondyellingbo@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au 
Merchandise Sue Bendel e) merchandise@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Newsletter Editor Melanie 
Treweek Dunn e) newsletter@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Landcare Facilitator Anne Fitzpatrick m) 
0488 766 113 e) facilitator@yrl.org.au 
 
 

FoHH respectfully acknowledge the Wurundjeri People as the Traditional Custodians of the lands 
known as Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve. We recognise their continuing connection to 
land, water and wildlife and pay our respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

Image: M Serong 


